By taking into account precursor films accompanying nanodroplets on trapezoidal substrates we show that on a mesoscopic level of description one does not observe the phenomenon of liquid-gas-substrate contact line pinning at substrate edges. This phenomenon is present in a macroscopic description and leads to nonunique contact angles which can take values within a range determined by the so-called Gibbs' criterion. Upon increasing the volume of the nanodroplet the apparent contact angle evaluated within the mesoscopic approach changes continuously between two limiting values fulfilling Gibbs' criterion while the contact line moves smoothly across the edge of the trapezoidal substrate. The spatial extent of the range of positions of the contact line, corresponding to the variations of the contact angle between the values given by Gibbs' criterion, is of the order of ten fluid particle diameters.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent progress in device miniaturization has led to an increased interest in adsorption of liquids on substrates structured topographically on the micron-and nanoscale [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The influence of the substrate structure on the morphology and on the location of interfaces and three-phase contact lines present in such systems is of particular interest. Already a hundred years ago Gibbs pointed out that an apex-shaped substrate can pin the solid-liquid-gas contact line 6 . If a sessile droplet of fixed volume is placed on a planar substrate it forms a spherical cap with a contact angle given by the modified Young's equation
where γ sg , γ sl , and γ denote the substrate-gas, substrateliquid, and liquid-gas surface tension coefficients, respectively; τ is the line tension coefficient connected with the occurrence of the circular three-phase solid-liquidgas contact line of radius R. For macroscopic droplets or if the droplet is invariant in one spatial direction and forms a ridge, one has R → ∞ and the modified Young's equation reduces to the original Young's equation 8, 9 . For a detailed account of the subtleties associated with the line tension see Refs. 10 and 11. If the substrate surface forms a sharp corner and the three-phase solid-liquid-gas contact line is located at its apex the modified Young's equation is no longer valid. The corresponding local contact angle α can take any value within the range 1,2,6,12-14
where π − ϕ is the angle of the apex formed by the substrate faces (see Fig. 1 ). This ambiguity of the local contact angle at the apex is called Gibbs' condition or Gibbs' criterion [15] [16] [17] .
For liquid droplets deposited on conical [18] [19] [20] or cylindrical 17, [21] [22] [23] pillars the solid-liquid-gas contact line can remain pinned at the corresponding sharp edges of the substrates for a range of volumes of the droplets provided the contact angle fulfills Gibbs' criterion. This fact is widely exploited in the so-called Vapor-LiquidSolid growth process of nanowires made of semiconductors such as silicon (Si) or germanium (Ge) [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . In this process a metal sessile droplet is deposited on a substrate exposed to the vapor phase of silicon or germanium. The semiconductor atoms are absorbed by the metal droplet which becomes supersaturated by them. The ensuing excess semiconductor material precipitates at the boundary of the metal droplet with the substrate, activating the growth of a semiconducting nanowire. Quite often gold droplets are used as a catalyst.
Three-phase contact line pinning and Gibbs' criterion are also crucial for capillary filling in microchannels patterned by posts 15, 16, [33] [34] [35] [36] and for dewetting phenomena on geometrically corrugated substrates 37 . In the former case, depending on the shape and the height of the posts, and on Young's contact angle θ, the liquid front can be pinned by the posts so that capillary filling of the microchannel might stop. In the dewetting case, the morphology of the emerging holes is modified by the height and the structure of the steps, also due to three-phase contact line pinning.
In addition to the surface and line tension coefficients present in Eq. (1), the mesoscopic description FIG. 1. Illustration of Gibbs' criterion for a liquid ridge which is translationally invariant in the direction normal to the plane of the cut shown here. The substrate forms an edge (•) such that its surfaces meet at an angle π − ϕ. Far from the edge and in thermal equilibrium the liquid wedge forms Young's contact angle θ with the local substrate surface. If the liquid wedge on the right is pushed left it maintains its contact angle θ until its three-phase contact line coincides with the edge of the substrate. If it is pushed further, the three-phase contact line remains pinned and the liquid wedge increases its angle with the horizontal substrate surface to a value α > θ until this angle reaches the value α = θ + ϕ, which coincides with the case of the liquid wedge being far to the left from the edge of the substrate. The angle θ + ϕ with the horizontal corresponds to Young's angle relative to the tilted substrate surface on the left. Accordingly, if the liquid wedge is pushed further to the left it slides down the tilted substrate surface keeping its local contact angle θ. The same conclusions are reached if the liquid wedge on the far left recedes to the right passing the edge of the substrate. The ambiguity of the local contact angle α if the three-phase contact line coincides with the edge of substrate vanishes in the limit of a planar surface ϕ → 0. This macroscopic picture assumes that (in this cut) all interfaces are straight, geometric lines.
of sessile nanodroplets takes into account the effective interface potential acting between the substrateliquid and the liquid-gas interface. In thermal equilibrium a nanodroplet with a contact angle less than 180
• is connected with the wetting layer of the liquid phase adsorbed at the substrate [38] [39] [40] [41] . The shape and stability of such effectively two-dimensional ridges or three-dimensional droplets have been discussed in the literature [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . Also the dynamics of nanodroplets was examined on substrates structured geometrically by rectangular steps 49, 50 . These kinds of mesoscopic studies for planar substrates have not yet been extended to the aforementioned apexshaped substrate with an arbitrary angle. For such systems, here we focus on how the contact angle changes when the three-phase contact line crosses the edge of the substrate, and whether on the mesoscale the three-phase contact line remains pinned to the edge, as it is the case in the macroscopic description (see Fig. 1 ).
In Sec. II we describe the density functional based effective interface Hamiltonian which enables us to calculate the equilibrium shapes of the liquid-gas interface in the presence of geometrically structured substrates. In Sec. III we analyze how the contact angle of the liquid-gas interface separating the coexisting liquid and gas phases varies upon moving across an apex-shaped substrate. It turns out that on the mesoscale the three-phase contact line is not pinned to the edge of the substrate and the contact angle varies in agreement with Gibbs' criterion. The shape of a liquid nanodroplet deposited on a trapezoidal substrate is examined in Sec. IV. Upon increasing the volume of this nanodroplet the three-phase contact line moves smoothly across the edge of the trapezoidal substrate while the apparent contact angle changes continuously between two limiting values fulfilling a modified Gibbs' criterion. The modification stems from the fact that one has to take into account the change of the contact angle of the nanodroplet with its volume. We show that the spatial extent of the region within which the apparent contact angle changes significantly is of the order of ten fluid particle diameters and thus remains mesoscopic. We summarize and discuss our results in Sec. V.
II. MODEL
In order to determine the effective interface Hamiltonian for an interface separating a liquid-like layer adsorbed on a substrate from the bulk gas phase we employ classical density functional theory (DFT). The corresponding grand canonical density functional Ω([ρ(r)]; T, µ) is a function of the temperature T and the chemical potential µ, and it is a functional of the the spherically symmetric interparticle pair potentialw(r) and of the external potential V ext (r) encoding the influence of the substrate. The interparticle potentialw(r) is split into a short-ranged repulsive part w hs (r) and an attractive part w(r): w(r) = w hs (r) + w(r) .
Two models of the attractive part will be discussed: a short-ranged Yukawa-type potential and a long-ranged van der Waals potential. We adopt a simple random phase approximation for the density functional [51] [52] [53] [54] :
The equilibrium number density profile minimizes Ω([ρ(r)]; T, µ). The first term on the rhs represents the free energy in the local density approximation of the reference fluid interacting via the short-ranged repulsive potential w hs (r). The external potential V ext (r) acting on a fluid particle located at position r stems from its interactions with all particles forming the substrate,
where V s denotes the spatial region occupied by the substrate with homogeneous number density ρ s . As an approximation we take ρ(r) = 0 in that spatial region where V ext is repulsive; in the remaining part of space V ext is determined by the attractive fluid-substrate interaction w s . The thermodynamic state of the fluid is taken to be at the bulk liquid-gas coexistence line µ 0 (T ) and sufficiently below the critical point. This implies that the bulk correlation length is comparable with the diameter σ of the fluid particle. Under these conditions the nonuniform number density profile ρ(r) can be described within the so-called sharp-kink approximation
where Θ(z) is the Heaviside function while ρ l and ρ g denote the bulk number densities of the coexisting liquid and gas phase, respectively. The local position of the liquid-gas interface is described in terms of the Monge parametrization z = f (R = (x, y)). Thus by invoking the sharp-kink approximation we disregard the actual smooth variation of the density profile due to thermal fluctuations and due to the long range of the interactions governing the system which give rise to socalled van der Waals tails 55, 56 . For a finite system the density functional Ω([ρ(r)]; T, µ) in Eq. (4), evaluated at ρ(r) = ρ shk (R, z), can be systematically decomposed into a sum of bulk, surface, line, etc. contributions [57] [58] [59] .
For a system which is translationally invariant along, say, the y-direction, the f -dependent surface contribution to the density functional is the sum of two terms:
where L y is the system size in the invariant direction. The first term in the bracket corresponds to the free energy functional per length of a free, fluctuating liquid-gas interface:
The second term describes the effective interaction per length of the liquid-gas interface with the surface s(x) of the substrate:
The function ω(x, f (x), [s] , L x ) is the surface density of the interaction functional and it is called effective interface potential. The limit L x → ∞ is taken after the appropriate leading terms proportional to L x are extracted from the above expressions (see for example, c.f., Eq. (12)). For small undulations |f ′ (x)| ≪ 1 the expression in the bracket in Eq. (7) can be approximated by its local form which is called the local effective interface Hamiltonian of the system:
Within the present approximation the surface tension coefficient of the liquid-gas interface γ is given by
III. LIQUID-GAS INTERFACE CLOSE TO AN APEX-SHAPED SUBSTRATE
In this section we aim at finding the equilibrium shapē f (x) of the liquid-gas interface which minimizes the effective Hamiltonian (Eq. (10)) for an apex-shaped substrate (see Fig. 2 ). The adsorption of a liquid phase at this kind of a substrate has been investigated in the context of wetting phenomena 60 . We shall focus on the thermodynamic states below the wetting temperature at the bulk liquid-gas phase coexistence line. We consider configurations which attain a finite width ℓ 0 at the far left hand side of the apex and detach from the substrate with an angle α on the right hand side of the apex (see Fig. 2 ). We aim at determining the range of accessible angles α for such configurations. As a first step, we recall the results for a planar substrate 58, 59, [61] [62] [63] [64] , for which -for specific choices of the fluid-fluid and the substrate-fluid intermolecular pair potentials -one is able to carry out FIG. 2. Schematic profile of a liquid-gas interface at an apexshaped substrate with a characteristic angle ϕ. The liquid layer thickness ℓ0 = cos(ϕ/2)f (x → −∞) on the left hand side of system is finite and the interface detaches from the substrate with an angle α on the right hand side of the system. The shapes of the interface and of the substrate surface, f (x) and s(x), respectively, are measured relative to the plane z = 0 running through the apex horizontally. The system is translationally invariant in y-direction.
the whole analysis analytically.
A. Planar substrate
For a planar substrate the effective interface potential
) does not depend explicitly on x. Accordingly the effective interface Hamiltonian of the system (Eq. (10)) is given by
where on the rhs of Eq. (12) the free energy per length corresponding to the asymptotic configuration (i.e., for |x| → ∞)
is subtracted so that
The contact angle θ (unknown a priori) is formed by the asymptotes in the limits x → −∞ and x → ∞ (see Fig. 3 ):
The parameter x d determines the position of the intersection of the asymptotes, which is also unknown a priori. The equilibrium shape f =f (x) of the liquid-gas interface minimizing this functional fulfills the equation
which after one integration leads to
where C is an integration constant. Demandingf (x → −∞) = ℓ 0 impliesf ′ (x → −∞) = 0,f ′′ (x → −∞) = 0, and ω ′ p (ℓ 0 ) = 0. According to Eq. (16) the integration constant C equals
For a profilef (x) diverging linearly for x → ∞ one obtains
FIG. 3. Schematic plot of the equilibrium liquid-gas interfacef (x) which attains a constant value ℓ0 for x → −∞ and forms a contact angle θ with the substrate covered by the wetting film of equilibrium thickness ℓ0. The parameter x d is the lateral position of the intersection of the asymptotes
There is a family of solutions f (x − d) with the same free energy which follow from shifting the profilef (x) laterally by a constant d.
For a planar liquid-gas interface corresponding to a wetting film on a flat substrate, the substrate-gas surface tension coefficient equals the equilibrium surface free energy density
where γ sl denotes the substrate-liquid surface tension. Together with Eq. (18) this renders Young's law
1. Short-ranged forces
In order to find from Eq. (15) the explicit expression for the equilibrium shape of the liquid-gas interface, we choose
as a specific model for the effective interface potential, where ℓ is the film thickness divided by the bulk correlation length ξ in the wetting phase. We take the dimensionless amplitude a within the range 0 a 1. Within this model the effective interface potential attains its minimum at ℓ 0 = − ln(a/2) with ω p (ℓ 0 ) = −a 2 γ. The amplitude a is a unique function of temperature and a = 0 corresponds to the transition temperature of continuous wetting at which the equilibrium film thickness ℓ 0 diverges and the contact angle θ vanishes (cos θ = 1 − a 2 due to Eq. (18)). The value a = 1 corresponds to θ = π/2. In Subsec. III A 1 all lengths (e.g., f and x) are measured in units of ξ.
Deriving the above expression (Eq. (21)) for shortranged intermolecular forces requires to go beyond the sharp-kink approximation (Eq. (6)), which corresponds to setting the bulk correlation length equal to zero (see Refs. 40, 65, and 66) . On the other hand, in the case of long-ranged intermolecular forces the sharp-kink approximation turns out to be not a severe one. Using this approximation in the latter case one obtains the exact expressions for the coefficients multiplying the two leading-order terms in the expansion of the corresponding effective interface potential in terms of powers of 1/ℓ (see Ref. 56) .
For weakly varying interfaces, i.e., |f ′ (x)| ≪ 1, one can expand the effective Hamiltonian:
The equilibrium shape of the interface f =f (x) minimizes the above functional and satisfies the equation
which upon integration yields
Here and in the following we omit the overbar indicating the equilibrium shape of the interface. The parameter b is the first integration constant. (Note that the first term on the rhs of Eq. (24) can be negative (compare Eq. (18)); therefore the second term must be positive because the lhs is positive.) A second integration renders the general solution of Eq. (23):
where d is the second integration constant which shifts the position of the liquid-gas interface in the horizontal direction (see Fig. 3 ). We put on note the property
which allows one to focus on the case b 0. The derivative f ′ (x) can be rewritten in the form
According to Eq. (25) for finite d and nonzero b the interface profile diverges for x → ∞:
On the other hand
(which implies ℓ 0 ln 2), provided
Otherwise lim x→−∞ f (x) is either infinite or undetermined. For b = a √ 2 the liquid-gas equilibrium interface profile takes the form
and the contact angle θ fulfills the equation
Equation ( 
and (21) with a = 2/e rendering ℓ0 = 1. The inset shows the liquid-gas configuration for the specific choice x0 = 0 and the height of the interface f0 = 2. Note that all lengths are measured in units of ξ (see Eq. (21)).
In the previous subsection we checked that only for b = a √ 2 (Eq. (30)) the interface attains a finite value for x → −∞. Due to Eq. (33) this leads to the relation
which is depicted in Fig. 4 . According to Eq. (31) the allowed values of f 0 are bounded from below by ℓ 0 , i.e., f 0 ℓ 0 .
With b = a √ 2 and Eqs. (34) and (35) the second parameter d is given by the equation
For fixed x 0 and f 0 ℓ 0 the shape of the interface which attains a finite value for x → −∞ is determined uniquely. For f 0 < ℓ 0 the function f = f (x) is not defined in the whole range x ∈ (−∞, ∞) and thus physically not acceptable.
Boundary conditions at the flat asymptote
If one requires a finite value f (x 0 ) for 
The value of the parameter d follows from Eq. (37), but it depends on the way in which f ′ 0 vanishes and x 0 approaches minus infinity. In contrast to the case of fixing the height of the liquid-gas interface at a finite lateral position x 0 , in the present case one obtains a whole family of solutions, which is given by Eq. (31) and parametrized by d. The members of this family of solutions differ only by a constant lateral shift.
B. Apex-shaped substrate
In this section we investigate the equilibrium shape of the liquid-gas interface at an apex-shaped substrate (Fig. 2) . The substrate is translationally invariant in the direction perpendicular to the plane of the figure and the surface of the substrate is described by the function s(x) = −|x| tan(ϕ/2). We assume that the adsorbed liquid layer attains a finite width ℓ 0 for x → −∞ and the liquid-gas interface detaches from the substrate with an angle α on the right hand side of the apex. The value of the angle α is not known a priori. If the detachment occurs far to the right of the apex, for the geometry in Fig. 2 one expects α = θ − ϕ/2. For this shape of the substrate even for the short-ranged intermolecular pair potentials the effective interface potential cannot be obtained in an analytical form so that the equilibrium shape of the liquid-gas interface has to be determined numerically.
In view of this loss of analytic advantage we now consider long-ranged interactions as they are realistic for actual fluid systems. For the attractive parts of the fluidfluid and substrate-fluid pair potentials we take [67] [68] [69] 
where A > 0 and A s > 0 are the amplitudes of the interactions while σ and σ s are related to the molecular sizes of the fluid and substrate particles. For this model the surface tension coefficient in Eq. (11) takes the form
In the case of an apex shaped substrate and for the above interparticle potentials the effective interface potential reads:
This leads to the disjoining pressure
Here and in the following we use the fluid-fluid interaction parameter σ as the unit of length, thus setting σ = 1. Upon introducing dimensionless quantitieŝ
Eq. (41) reduces to
1. Equilibrium shape of the liquid-gas interface
The equilibrium profile f =f (x) minimizes the effective Hamiltonian
of the system where the contributions from the asymptote (see, c.f., Fig. 6 )
have been subtracted which renders the integral in Eq. (45) finite. The profilef (x) satisfies the EulerLagrange equation
Here and in the following we again omit the overbar indicating the equilibrium shape of the interface. Equation (47) is integrated numerically. This is a second-order differential equation so that fixing the value of the function f 0 = f (0) and its derivative f ′ 0 = f ′ (0) at a certain point, say x = 0, leads to a unique solution, similarly as discussed for the flat substrate (see Sec. III A 2). We search for solutions f (x) which attain a ap (x) for x → −∞. There it corresponds to the same thickness ℓ 0 of the liquid layer as for the corresponding wetting film on a planar substrate (see Fig. 2 and, c.f., Fig. 6 ). The solutions of Eq. (47), which satisfy this boundary condition, will be called g(x). In order to find them we proceed as follows:
, where x = L 1 < 0 and x = L 2 > 0 are the numerically imposed limits of the system size on the left and the right hand side, respectively;
are not small enough we return to step 1 with a different choice of f Typical values of |L 1 | are in the range of tens of σ whereas L 2 can be very large, e.g., 10 6 σ. The necessity to consider only relatively small values of |L 1 | (as compared with L 2 ) is related to the fact that a significantly higher accuracy is needed to solve the differential equation in the region where the liquid-gas interface is close to the substrate. Due to limited numerical accuracy and due to finite system sizes we are not able to find (for a fixed value f 0 ) the value of the derivative f ′ 0 which renders exactly the function g(x) with g 0 = f (0) and g
rendering solutions which for sufficiently large and negative x follow the asymptote a ap (x) and differ only slightly from it in the vicinity of x = L 1 , as depicted in Fig. 5 . These functions are called f < (x) and f > (x), respectively. The values of f (L 1 ) and f (L 2 ) change continuously with f 
Gibbs' criterion
In order to access Gibbs' criterion we analyze the dependence of the results of the procedure described in the previous subsection on the choice of the value of f 0 . As in the case of a planar substrate (Sec. III A) there exists a minimal value of f 0 , denoted as f is symmetric:
we define the contact angle α = arctan g ′ (L 2 ) and the parameter x d , where
). The parameter x d characterizes the position at which the liquid-gas interface detaches from the substrate. This is defined as the intersection of the corresponding asymptotes (see Fig. 6 ). Upon increasing f 0 > f min 0 the contact angle α(f 0 ) increases and the parameter x d (f 0 ) decreases, i.e., the three-phase contact line approaches the apex. Changing the value of f 0 enables one to plot the dependence of the contact angle α on the parameter x d (Fig. 7) . The difference between α > and α < is so small that the error bars of α are not visible on the present scale.
In the case of a planar substrate the free energies corresponding to the asymptotic configurations (Eq. (13)) are the same for each interface profile. Therefore the task of finding the equilibrium configuration, i.e., the profile with the lowest free energy (Eq. (12)), is posed well. In the case of the apex-shaped substrate, for liquid-gas configurations fulfilling Eq. (47) with appropriate boundary conditions, the free energies of the corresponding asymptotic configurations, which represent different constraints, are different (Eqs. (45) and (46)). Thus, comparing free energies corresponding to different configurations amounts to compare free energies characterizing different constraints. These free energies as function of x d can be interpreted as the potential of the effective interaction between the three-phase contact line and the apex. For
tends to its limiting values θ ∓ ϕ/2 from below, which are those expected from Gibbs' criterion for this geometry (compare Eq. (2) which holds for the geometry shown in Fig. 1) . For x d > x * d the local contact angles are, slightly, smaller then θ − ϕ/2 (Fig. 7) . The spatial extent of the region within which the contact angle α changes significantly can be chosen as the region of x d where θ − 0.9 ϕ/2 α θ + 0.9 ϕ/2. For ϕ = π/3 and for parameters of the effective interface potential rendering ℓ 0 = 2σ and θ = π/4, this width equals d ≈ 11 σ and thus it is mesoscopic.
FIG. 7.
Dependence of the contact angle α on the parameter x d characterizing the position of the liquid-gas interface detachment from the substrate (see Fig. 6 ). The horizontal dashed lines from bottom to top indicate the angles θ − ϕ/2, θ − 0.9 ϕ/2, θ + 0.9 ϕ/2, and θ + ϕ/2, respectively, where θ is the contact angle on a planar substrate and π − ϕ is the opening angle of the apex. The quantity d measures the width of the region within which the contact angle changes between the values α = θ − 0.9 ϕ/2 and α = θ + 0.9 ϕ/2 and x * d is the position above which α < θ − ϕ/2. These data correspond to L1 = −30σ, L2 = 10 6 σ, ϕ = π/3,σ = 0.5,Â = 0.82, and ρ = 0.023 such that the effective interface potential renders ℓ0 = 2σ and θ = π/4. All lengths are measured in units of σ. The break in slope of α(x d ) at x d = 0 is caused by the discontinuity in the derivative of the function aap(x) (Eq. (46)) which enters the definition of the point x d .
IV. SESSILE DROPLETS ON TRAPEZOIDAL SUBSTRATES A. Planar substrate
As preparatory work, in this subsection we discuss the shapes of interfaces characterizing sessile droplets on planar substrates (see Fig. 8 ). We assume that the system under consideration has a finite extent in x-direction, |x| L x ≡ L, and is translationally invariant in the y-direction. The shape of the interface is described by a function f = f (x). The total volume V tot /L y of liquid in the system per length L y is fixed. L y denotes the size of the system in y direction.
Within our mesoscopic description for weakly varying liquid-gas interfaces the corresponding effective Hamiltonian is given by (compare Eq. (22))
where the limits of the x-integration reflect the finite extent of the system. The equilibrium shapef (x) of the interface minimizes the functional
where λ is a Lagrange multiplier, and
The equilibrium profile satisfies the differential equation
In the following we again omit the overbar denoting the equilibrium configuration. In x-direction we impose Neumann and periodic boundary conditions:
with the thickness f L not fixed a priori. The conditions f ′ (−L) = f ′ (L) = 0 can be realized by vertical sidewalls at x = ±L exhibiting a contact angle of 90
• . Integrating Eq. (51) renders
where the integration constant C is determined by the boundary conditions:
We examine effective interface potentials ω p (ℓ) with a minimum at ℓ = ℓ 0 , ω(ℓ → ∞) = 0 − , and one inflection point at ℓ = ℓ 1 > ℓ 0 (see Fig. 9 ).
We search for solutions f (x) f L , such that f ′′ (x = ±L) > 0 and that there is one x 0 ∈ (−L, L) for which f ′ (x 0 ) = 0; we denote the maximum value of the function f (x) as f 0 ≡ f (x 0 ). As a result one obtains from
From the structure of ω p (f ) one infers λ > 0. Thus the slope of the line connecting the points (f L , ω p (f L )) and (f 0 , ω p (f 0 )) is equal to the Lagrange multiplier λ. In order to fulfill the condition λ ω ′ p (f L ) this line segment must be located below the graph of the effective interface potential (see Fig. 9 ). This implies two restrictions: one for the thickness of the liquid layer at the boundaries f L > ℓ 0 , and the other for the maximum value of the function f 0 > ℓ 1 .
FIG. 9.
Schematic plot of the effective interface potential considered here in the context of discussing the shape of small droplets (Eqs. (55) and (57)). The slope of the dotted line connecting the points (f0, ωp(f0)) and (fL, ωp(fL)) equals the Lagrange multiplier λ (see Eq. (56)).
Integrating Eq. (55) one obtains
On the other hand, by rearranging the limits of integration on the rhs of Eq. (57) it can be expressed as L − x 0 which renders x 0 = 0. In addition, the function f (−x) also fulfills Eq. (55) so that in the following we consider functions f (x) which are symmetric with respect to x = 0. The excess volume
of the adsorbed liquid is given by (see Eq. (55))
By combining Eqs. (56) - (59) with a given volume V tot and a size L one determines the quantities f L , f 0 , λ; integrating Eq. (55) gives the shape of the equilibrium liquid-gas interface in the form (for x > 0)
In the following, for the surface tension (Eq. (39)) and for the effective interface potential we adopt the expressions following from the sharp-kink approximation for the density functional using the fluid-fluid and substratefluid pair potentials given by Eq. (38):
whereω p (ℓ) = ℓ arctan(1/ℓ) − 1, and the three parametersρ,σ s ,Â are given by Eq. (43) . Instead of using the parametersÂ andρ, we use the width ℓ 0 minimizing the effective interface potential ω p (ℓ) and the Young contact angle given by cos θ = 1 + ω p (ℓ 0 )/γ. For a givenσ s the relation between (Â,ρ) and (ℓ 0 , θ) is unique.
Stability of the droplet
In addition to the droplet-like solution, Eq. (55) has the trivial, flat solution f (x) ≡ f L with zero excess volume and nonzero total volume. We fix the lateral size L and check which of these solutions has the lower free energy (Eq. (48)), and thus corresponds to the stable interface configuration.
For a finite system with a prescribed fixed L the droplet solution does not exist for arbitrary f L > ℓ 0 . This is caused by the boundary conditions
where the threshold value f * L depends also on the parameters of the effective interface potential), there is no f 0 which, according to Eqs. (57) and (56), would correspond to the prescribed fixed L (Fig. 10) . For f L > f * L (L) there are two values of f 0 which correspond to the same fixed L (Fig. 10) . As expected intuitively, one can show that the configuration corresponding to the smaller value of f 0 has always the lower free energy.
On the other hand, for a given value of L, the quantity f L is bounded also from above:
) and lower (V min tot (L)) bounds for the total volume for which the equilibrium droplet configuration exists (Fig. 11) . One can check that for f L > ℓ 1 the droplet configuration has a larger free energy than the flat film configuration with the same total volume. The corresponding phase diagram is presented in Fig. 11 .
It is worth noticing that there exists a smallest value L min below which the droplet configuration cannot exist. Upon increasing V tot for L > L min the droplet configuration forms discontinuously at V tot = V L < L min the system extension 2L turns out to be too small to accommodate the droplet and to simultaneously fulfill the boundary conditions Fig. 11 the lower bound of the droplet phase approaches the red dashed line) and the first-order character of the transition between the flat film and the droplet configuration weakens and becomes continuous at L = ∞.
Macroscopic system
In this section we recall the analyses of a liquid droplet adsorbed at a flat, unbounded substrate which can spread over the whole macroscopic extension of the substrate (L → ∞) [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] 70 . If one places a droplet onto an infinitely extended, flat liquid film, after some time the droplet will disappear into the film without changing the thickness of the latter, because the droplet volume is vanishingly small compared with the total liquid volume. Accordingly, in theory here we fix the excess volume of the droplet above the flat film. In practice, providing an experimental setup which on one hand mimics infinite substrate extensions and on the other hand allows for the persistence of a droplet configuration seems to be rather challenging.
The effective Hamiltonian for such a liquid-gas inter- face f = f (x) with a d rop is given by
where ℓ ∞ is the, a priori unknown, height of the equilibrium liquid-gas interface at infinity. The equilibrium profile f =f (x) minimizes the functional
where λ is a Lagrange multiplier, and the excess volume is given by
For x → ±∞ one has f ′ (x) = f ′′ (x) = 0 so that there the interface profile attains a certain finite height ℓ ∞ ℓ 0 . We recall that ℓ 0 minimizes the effective interface potential, i.e., ω ′ p (ℓ 0 ) = 0, and it equals the equilibrium thickness of a planar liquid film adsorbed at a flat substrate in a grand canonical system in contact with a reservoir.
The equilibrium profile f (x) (here and in the following we omit the overbar indicating the equilibrium profile) satisfies the equation (compare Eq. (51))
which gives
The integration constant C and the Lagrange multiplier λ follow from the boundary conditions at infinity:
and
The equation for the liquid-gas interface configuration reads:
We search for solutions f (x) ℓ ∞ . The values of the function f (x) describing the equilibrium interface configuration lie in the range [ℓ ∞ , f 0 ] (Fig. 12) . The boundaries ℓ ∞ and f 0 of this interval are the solutions of equation
is the maximum value of the function f (x). It is a function of ℓ ∞ given by (Eq. (69))
This means that the line tangent to the curve ω p = ω p (ℓ) at the point ℓ = ℓ ∞ intersects the curve ω p = ω p (ℓ) again at the point ℓ = f 0 (Fig. 12 ) 70 . The function f (x) is symmetric with respect to the x = x 0 , i.e., f (x 0 + x) = f (x 0 − x).
FIG. 12.
Schematic plot of the effective interface potential.
The values of the function f (x) describing the equilibrium interface configuration lie in the range f (x) ∈ [ℓ∞, f0]; ℓ∞ and f0 are the solutions of the equation ωp(ℓ) = ω ′ p (ℓ∞)(ℓ − ℓ∞) + ωp(ℓ∞) (dotted line). The widths ℓ0 and ℓ1 denote the abscissa of the minimum and of the inflection point of the effective interface potential, respectively.
For an effective interface potential ω p (ℓ), as shown in Fig. 12 , with ω p (ℓ → 0) > 0, ω p (ℓ → ∞) = 0 − , and one inflection point, ω ′′ p (ℓ 1 ) = 0, the thickness ℓ ∞ of the liquid layer at infinity is restricted to ℓ 0 < ℓ ∞ ℓ 1 and thus f 0 ℓ 1 . (These inequalities follow from the fact that the dotted line in Fig. 12 is tangent to ω p (ℓ) at ℓ = ℓ ∞ .) For ℓ ∞ = ℓ 1 one has the flat solution f (x) ≡ ℓ ∞ .
For weakly varying liquid-gas interfaces (|f ′ (x)| ≪ 1) Eq. (69) 
The excess volume of the adsorbed liquid can be expressed as (compare Eq. (59) in conjunction with Eq. (67))
Combining Eqs. (70) and (72) with a given expression ω p (ℓ) for the effective interface potential and a given excess volume V ex one is able to determine the quantities ℓ ∞ , f 0 ; integrating Eq. (71) gives the shape of the equilibrium liquid-gas interface configuration as (compare Eq. (60) in conjunction with Eq. (67))
for x > x 0 . Due to the translational invariance of the substrate the position x 0 is finite and arbitrary. The solution of the second order differential equation for the equilibrium shape of the interface (Eq. (65)) contains two integration constants: x 0 and ℓ ∞ . The latter one can be determined from the fixed excess volume constraint (Eq. (72)) once f 0 is expressed in terms of ℓ ∞ by using Eq. (70). The typical shape of the equilibrium liquid-gas interface is shown in Fig. 13 . The function f (x) is symmetric around the position x 0 of the maximum. The excess volume V ex of the drop uniquely determines ℓ ∞ and f 0 (see Eqs. (72) and (70)). For V ex → 0 they both reach, with vanishing slope, the position ℓ 1 of the inflection point of the effective interface potential (see Fig. (14) ). For V ex → ∞ the maximal height f 0 grows without limit and ℓ ∞ approaches ℓ 0 .
Contact angles
For nanodroplets the definition of the contact angle requires more care than for macroscopic drops. We define the contact angle of the nanodroplet as follows (Fig. 13) : 1. find the arc of a circle a r (x) = √ R 2 − x 2 − R + f 0 with the same curvature 1/R as the curvature of the liquid-gas interface at its maximal height; 2. find the intersection point x d of z = a r (x) and z = ℓ ∞ ; 3. define the contact angle of the d roplet as
One can show, that the cosine of the contact angle of the nanodroplet as defined above is given by
With decreasing thickness ℓ ∞ at infinity (i.e., increasing excess volume of the droplet, Fig. 14) the height f 0 at the center and also the contact angle increases 46 . According to Fig. 14 , for V ex → ∞ one has ℓ ∞ → ℓ 0 and f 0 → ∞ so that ω p (f 0 ) and ω ′ p (f 0 ) vanish. Thus, as expected, for large droplets the contact angle θ d reaches Young's angle θ (see Eq. (18) and Fig. 15 ). This size dependence of θ d must be taken into account while investigating Gibbs' criterion for a sessile nanodroplet deposited on a trapezoidal substrate (see below).
FIG. 15.
Dependence of the contact angle θ d of the liquid droplet on the thickness at infinity ℓ∞ for the same potential parameters as the ones used in Fig. 14 , in particular ℓ0 = 2 and ℓ1 = 2.65. The macroscopic limit θ = π/4 is marked by the horizontal dashed line, and
3/2 . All lengths are measured in units of σ. There is a one-to-one correspondence between ℓ∞ and Vex (see Fig. 14) .
B. Trapezoidal substrate 1. Macroscopic description
In this section we analyze the shape of a droplet of a fixed volume which is deposited on a trapezoidal substrate characterized by the angle ϕ and by the width 2b of the planar basis (Fig. 16) . The system is taken to be translationally invariant in the y-direction. The surface free energy F of the droplet has the following form:
where A, A sl , and A sg denote the areas of the liquidgas, solid-liquid, and solid-gas interfaces with the corresponding surface tension coefficients γ, γ sl , and γ sg . Within this macroscopic level of description the effective interaction between the substrate-liquid and the liquidgas interfaces is not taken into account. We focus on the case that the droplet is deposited symmetrically on the substrate. Moreover, we restrict our analysis to situations in which Young's local contact angles θ are restricted to θ < π/2 − ϕ, so that even over the sides of the trapezoid the liquid-gas interface can be described by a single-valued function f = f (x), where the x-axis is parallel to the planar basis of the trapezoid. In order to describe liquid-gas interfaces with overhangs another parametrization is needed, e.g. by the arc length of the interface. But then the density functional (Eq. (7)) has a much less transparent form. The equilibrium shape of the liquid-gas interface, which minimizes the free energy in Eq. (76), forms the cap of a cylindrical ridge. Depending on the volume V of the liquid drop one of three distinct types of configurations occurs (Fig. 16 ): (I) the area of the substrate-liquid interface is smaller than the area of the horizontal basis of the substrate and the apparent contact angle is equal to Young's angle θ formed with a horizontal, planar surface; (II) the area of the substrate-liquid interface coincides with that of the horizontal basis with the three-phase contact line pinned to the edge and with the apparent contact angle α formed with the horizontal basis in the range θ α θ + ϕ; (III) the area of the substrateliquid interface exceeds the one of the horizontal basis and the apparent contact angle formed with the tilted side of the trapezoid is again Young's angle. For configurations I and III the constant radius R of curvature of the equilibrium liquid-gas interface and its maximal height h above the horizontal basis are given by
and by
L y is the spatial extension of the system in the invariant y-direction.
In configuration II the apparent contact angle α is not fixed by materials properties. It is not given by Young's equation, but depends on the volume of the sessile droplet and is determined implicitly by the equation
Equation (81) states that the corresponding section of a circle has the area V /L y . In this case the constant radius R of curvature of the interface and its maximal height are given by
respectively. The dependence of the radius R and of the maximal height h of the interface on the volume are shown in Fig. 17 . The volumes V 1 and V 2 are the limiting values for configuration II, and can be calculated by replacing in Eq. (81) α by θ and θ + ϕ, respectively. We emphasize that the radius R of the interface is a decreasing function of the volume for configuration II but an increasing function otherwise, regardless of the angles θ and ϕ. On the other hand the height h of the droplet is an increasing function of the volume in configurations I and II. For configuration III the height increases with volume for θ > ϕ (which is compatible with the constraint θ < π/2 − ϕ for ϕ < π/4) and it decreases with volume for θ < ϕ. For θ = ϕ the height remains constant, i.e., it is volume independent. For fixed angle ϕ there is a minimal value θ min (ϕ) < ϕ below which there is no onedrop solution in configuration III. The angle θ min (ϕ) is the zero of the denominator on the rhs of Eq. (79). For θ min (ϕ) θ ϕ the volume of the droplet in configuration III is bounded from above by a maximal volume V m (θ, ϕ), so that for such a volume the liquid-gas interface touches the edges of the substrate and the droplet splits into three parts. The radius R m of curvature cor-
The analysis of morphological phase transitions between distinct sessile droplet configurations on a trapezoidal substrate, at which one droplet splits into two or three droplets, is left for future research. This has been already investigated for droplets deposited on axisymmetric pillar-like substrates 21, 22 .
FIG. 17.
Dependence of the radius R of curvature (a) and of the maximal height h (b) of the liquid-gas interface shown in Fig. 16 on the reduced volume V * = V /(Lyb 2 ) of the droplet for θ > ϕ. The length b is half of the width of the basis of the trapezoid. V1 and V2 are the limiting values corresponding to configuration II for which the three-phase contact line is pinned to the edge of the substrate so that the apparent contact angle α varies in the range θ α θ + ϕ (see Fig. 16 ), depending on the volume V . (81)). In (b), h/b increases for I and II whereas the curve for III increases for θ > ϕ, is constant for θ = ϕ, and decreases for θ < ϕ. In both (a) and (b) the angles θ and ϕ are chosen as θ = π/4 and ϕ = π/6.
Mesoscopic description
In the mesoscopic description one takes into account the presence of the wetting film the droplet is connected with and the effective interface potential between the substrate-liquid and the liquid-gas interfaces. The disjoining pressure for the trapezoidal substrate (Fig. 16) is the difference of the disjoining pressures Π ap (x, z, ϕ) (Eq. (41)) corresponding to two apex-shaped substrates (Fig. 6 )
for which the characteristic angles are given by ϕ 1 = ϕ and ϕ 2 = π − ϕ, respectively, with x = 0 as the center of the trapezoidal basis (see Sec. III). Thus the disjoining pressure stemming from the trapezoidal substrate is
where
are the coordinates corresponding to the above apexshaped substrates S 1 and S 2 , respectively. For the attractive parts of the fluid-fluid and substratefluid pair potentials of the van der Waals type (Eq. (38)), the disjoining pressure is positive near the substrate, has two saddle points, and approaches zero from below for points far away from the substrate (Fig. 18 ).
Equilibrium shape of the sessile droplet
The effective Hamiltonian for the interface of a sessile droplet deposited on a trapezoidal substrate is given by
As the vertical distance from the planar base of the trapezoid the function f = f (x) describes the shape of the liquid-gas interface and describes a continuous reference configuration (see the violet line in Fig. 19 ) which contains an a priori unknown thickness ℓ ∞ as a parameter. The excess volume
is fixed. The equilibrium profile f =f (x) satisfies the equation (see Eq. (87))
where λ is a Lagrange multiplier. In the following we omit the overbar indicating the equilibrium profile. The equilibrium shape of the interface is taken to be symmetric with respect to the plane x = 0 together with f ′ (x = 0) = 0. Moreover we assume that for x → ±∞ the shape f (x) approaches the function a(x). For x → ±∞ the effective interface potential converges to its planar substrate form
so that the Lagrange multiplier λ can be determined from the boundary conditions at infinity. Since
For a given value of ℓ ∞ the solution f (x) of the second order differential equation (93) contains no free parameter. The two integration constants are determined by the boundary conditions f ′ (x = 0) = 0 and f (x → −∞) = (x + b) tan ϕ + ℓ ∞ / cos ϕ. On the other hand the parameter ℓ ∞ is determined by the excess volume V ex of the droplet (Eq. (92)).
In order to find the equilibrium profile of the liquid-gas interface we use a procedure analogous to the one used in Sec. III B 1: 
are not satisfyingly small return to step 2 and use a different choice for ℓ ∞ .
This procedure fixes f (x = 0), and ℓ ∞ and thus V ex follow; this relationship can be inverted. Our method is restricted to contact angles θ within the range [ϕ, π/2 − ϕ]. At the upper limit π/2 − ϕ the liquid-gas interface can develop overhangs which cannot be described by a singlevalued function f = f (x). On the other hand, for θ ϕ there are many ℓ ∞ corresponding to the same f 0 and it is not obvious how to choose the new value of ℓ ∞ when returning from step 5 to step 2 in the above algorithm. This problem becomes already apparent within the macroscopic description according to which in the case θ < ϕ the height h of the droplet is the same for two distinct volumes (see III in Fig. 17 (b) ).
For each solution of the equilibrium shape of the liquid-gas interface we fit the arc of a circle a r (x) = √ R 2 − x 2 − R + f 0 with the same curvature as the one of the liquid-gas interface at x = 0 (Fig. 19) . The radius of the arc of the circle is given by (see Eqs. (93) and (95)
In addition, for each equilibrium profile the position x = x d < 0 at which the arc of the circle intersects the asymptote function, a r (x d ) = a(x d ), and the corresponding angle α = arctan a ′ r (x d ) are determined. Upon increasing f 0 (i.e., increasing the volume of the droplet) the position x d moves smoothly across the edge of the trapezoidal substrate and the angle α increases (Fig. 20) . The latter is bounded from above by θ + ϕ in accordance with Gibbs' criterion. However, for x d sufficiently far to the right of the edge one finds α < θ (Fig. 20) which is in contradiction with Gibbs' criterion for macroscopic droplets. FIG. 19 . Equilibrium shape f (x) of the liquid-gas interface for f0 = 17, which renders ℓ∞ = 2.04, and the fitted arc of a circle ar(x) for a sessile droplet deposited on a trapezoidal substrate with a characteristic angle ϕ = π/6 and a basis width 2b = 100σ. The thickness of the wetting film far away from the edge is denoted by ℓ∞. The contact angle α is defined as the slope of ar(x) at the intersection x = x d of ar(x) with the asymptote a(x) (Eq. (91)). The parameters of the effective interface potential areσs = 0.5, θ = π/4, and ℓ0 = 2σ.
For the equilibrium solutions characterized by f 0 (or, equivalently, ℓ ∞ or V ex ) we have calculated the contact angle θ d (ℓ ∞ ) of the droplet deposited on a planar substrate (Eq. (74)). It turns out that the function α( (Fig. 20) . This behavior can be understood by noting that for nanodroplets the contact angle θ d changes significantly with their volume (Fig. 15) . The application of Gibbs' criterion also to nanodroplets states that the contact angle of the sessile droplet near the edge is bounded from below by the contact angle of the corresponding droplet deposited on the same but planar substrate and from above by the contact angle θ + ϕ, as for macroscopic droplets.
We recall that the contact angle of nanodroplets depends sensitively on their volume. For macroscopic droplets θ d → θ and in Fig. 20 the difference between Young's angle θ and θ d (ℓ ∞ ) would vanish. In this limit the shape of the function α(x d + b) would resemble the one obtained for the liquid-gas interface adsorbed at an apex-shaped substrate (Fig. 7) . Macroscopic droplets deposited on a trapezoidal substrate with x d + b > 0 can be prepared for macroscopic values of the width 2b.
For simplicity instead of the excess volume V ex we use the volume V d defined as the excess volume corresponding to the function a r (x) over the function a(x) in order to characterize the volume of the droplet approximately. Within a mesoscopic description the radius of curvature R, the contact angle α, and the parameter x d are smooth functions of V d , which is in contrast to the macroscopic description (Figs. 21 -23) . For large volumes these quantities approach their macroscopic analogues. It turns out that for small volumes they can be described by the corresponding macroscopic equations if one uses the volume   FIG. 20 . Dependence of the contact angle α on the shifted position x d +b of the three-phase contact line for the equilibrium shape of the sessile nanodroplets as the one shown in Fig. 19 . The horizontal lines denote the angles θ and θ + ϕ expected from Gibbs' criterion. The short line α = θ d (ℓ∞) on the right end corresponds to the contact angles for nanodroplets deposited on the same but planar substrate for the same values of ℓ∞ as the ones rendering the data points there, for which there is a one-to-one correspondence between x d and ℓ∞ as well as between ℓ∞ and Vex (see for comparison the lower curve in Fig. 14 corresponding to a planar substrate) . The parameters of the effective interface potential and the angle ϕ are the same as in Fig. 19 and b = 50σ.
For effective interface potentials rendering θ > ϕ the height f 0 of the droplet is an increasing function of its volume V d (Fig. 24(a) ) as in the macroscopic case ( Fig. 17(b) ). The thickness ℓ ∞ (Fig. 24(b) ) is a nonmonotonic function of the volume (in contrast to the planar case (see Fig. 14) ), which signals the transition from configurations I to III introduced for macroscopic droplets (Sec. IV B 1).
FIG. 21.
Dependence of the radius of curvature R of liquid droplets deposited on a trapezoidal substrate (Fig. 19 ) on their volume V d within the mesoscopic (dots) and the macroscopic (full lines, Fig. 17(a) ) description. The line I d denotes the radius calculated within the macroscopic description but taking into account the change with volume of the contact angle θ d of the corresponding nanodroplet on the planar substrate. The surface tension coefficient, the parameters of the effective interface potential, and the angle ϕ are the same as in Fig. 19 . The droplet volume is measured in units of 
Width of the transition region
Within the macroscopic description the three-phase contact line remains pinned at the edge of the trapezoidal substrate for a certain range V 1 < V < V 2 of droplet volumes (see Fig. 23 ). For such configurations (denoted as II in Sec. IV B 1) the radius of the droplet decreases with its volume (Fig. 17(a) ) while for configurations I and III it is an increasing function of the volume. In the mesoscopic description there is no contact line pinning. However, the radius R of the arc of the circle fitted to the equilibrium liquid-gas interface has a similar non-monotonic volume dependence as in the macroscopic description (Fig. 21) . According to Figs. 21 and 23 the   FIG. 25 . Dependence of the radius R of the arc of the circle fitted to the interface shape on the distance x d + b of the three-phase contact line from the edge of the substrate (see Fig. 19 ). The distance w between the abscissa of the local extrema is a measure of the width of the transition region. The parameters of the underlying effective interface potential and the angle ϕ are the same as in Fig. 19. region where R is an increasing function of x d + b corresponds to the aforementioned pinning in the macroscopic description. The spatial extent of this region is denoted by w and is a measure of the width of the transition region within which the contact line passes smoothly across the edge (Fig. 25) . For the choice of the parameters used in Fig. 25 the width of the transition region is of the order of ten fluid particle diameters and thus is mesoscopic in character.
Line contribution to the free energy
For the system under investigation we define the line contribution to the free energy as the difference between the free energy of the droplet and the free energy of the configuration corresponding to the arc of the circle a r (x) fitted to the droplet, both relative to the reference configuration a(x): The line contribution changes significantly when the three-phase contact line passes the edge (Fig. 26) . The spatial extent of the region in which the line contribution is an increasing function of the volume of the droplet (i.e., decreasing as function of x d + b) is of the order of three fluid particle diameters. If the contact line is far from the edge the line contribution is a decreasing function of the volume of the droplet.
We emphasize that the line contribution to the free energy presented in Fig. 26 corresponds to different equilibrium profiles of the droplets, in particular with different volumes. It is not the plot of the line energy of a droplet with a fixed excess volume. Nonetheless, Fig. 26 indicates that there is a free energy barrier at the edge of the substrate and thus a moving droplet with fixed excess volume is expected to stop just before reaching it 49, 50 .
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

A. Summary
If a substrate surface forms a sharp corner and the three-phase solid-liquid-gas contact line of a sessile droplet is pinned at the substrate apex the modified Young's equation for the contact angle (Eq. (1)) is no longer valid. Instead, the corresponding local contact angle α can take any value within the range θ α θ + ϕ (Eq. (2)), where π − ϕ is the opening angle of the apex formed by the substrate faces (Fig. 1) . This ambiguity of the local contact angle at the apex is called Gibbs' criterion. In order to determine the equilibrium shape of the liquid-gas interface of a liquid film covering an apex-shaped substrate (Fig. 2) and the equilibrium shape of a sessile droplet deposited on a trapezoidal substrate (Fig. 16) we have used an effective interface Hamiltonian based on density functional theory. This approach has proved to be very useful in analyzing similar systems 69 . The thermodynamic state of the system is taken to be at the bulk liquid-gas coexistence line below the wetting temperature and well below the critical point of the liquid. For our explicit calculations we have chosen the thickness of the wetting film to be of the order of a few fluid particle diameters. We have focused on quasi two-dimensional systems being translationally invariant in one direction.
First, we have analyzed the equilibrium shapē f (x) of the liquid-gas interface at a planar substrate (Fig. 3 ) with boundary conditionsf (x → −∞) = ℓ 0 and f ′ (x → ∞) = tan θ. The film thickness ℓ 0 minimizes the effective interface potential for a planar substrate ω p (ℓ) and the angle θ fulfills the macroscopic Young's law (Eqs. (19) and (20)). If the height of the interface at one point x 0 is fixed as f 0 = f (x 0 ), the derivative f
is a unique function of f 0 (Fig. 4) for the aformentioned boundary conditionsf (x → −∞) = ℓ 0 and f ′ (x → ∞) = tan θ.
It changes monotonously from f
In the case of an apex-shaped substrate we have calculated the equilibrium profile for the liquid-gas interface numerically. Due to limited numerical accuracy, for a fixed value f 0 one cannot find the value of the derivative f ′ 0 rendering the exact boundary condition on the far left hand side x = L 1 of the system. What can be achieved numerically is to find values f
and f > (x), respectively, which for sufficiently large, negative x follow the asymptote a ap (x) (Eq. (46)) and differ only slightly from it in the vicinity of the boundary x = L 1 (Fig. 5) . The equilibrium profilef (x) lies between these functions f < (x) and f > (x). For each solutionf (x) we determine the contact angle α = arctanf ′ (L 2 ) (where L 2 is the imposed boundary at the right hand side of the system) and the quantity x d characterizing the position at which the liquid-gas interface detaches from the substrate (Fig. 6) . The contact angle α is a decreasing and continuous function of x d (Fig. 7) ; there is no indication of three-phase contact line pinning. For x d → ±∞ the contact angle α approaches from below its limiting values θ ∓ ϕ/2, which are those expected from Gibbs' criterion for this geometry.
In Sec. IV we have examined cylindrical droplets with a fixed excess volume as well as incomplete wetting films deposited on planar and trapezoidal substrates. In the planar case (Fig. 8) we have obtained the equation for the shape of the interface for various excess volumes of the droplet [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] 70 . Both in a finite system of width 2L and in the case when the droplets can spread over an unbounded substrate, i.e., L → ∞, characteristic features of the droplet shape can be inferred from tangential constructions to the effective interface potential ω p (ℓ) (Figs.  9 and 12 ). This involves in particular the heights f L (i.e., ℓ ∞ in unbounded systems) and f 0 denoting the minimal and maximal values, respectively, of the functionf (x) describing the shape of the equilibrium nanodroplets. In laterally unbounded systems, f 0 → ∞ and ℓ ∞ → ℓ 0 for increasing excess volumes V ex → ∞ (Fig. 14) .
For a laterally finite, planar system of size L the droplet solution does not exist for arbitrary f L > ℓ 0 . If f L is sufficiently small there is no f 0 which would correspond to the prescribed fixed L (Fig. 10) . On the other hand the quantity f L is bounded from above, rendering upper (V max tot (L)) and lower (V min tot (L)) bounds for the total volume for which the droplet configuration exists (Fig. 11) .
We have also calculated the contact angle for nanodroplets (Fig. 13) . It is smaller than Young's angle for macroscopic droplets 46 and it is an increasing function of the volume of the droplet (Fig. 15) . This dependence has to be taken into account also for analyzing sessile nanodroplets deposited on trapezoidal substrates.
For symmetrical ridgelike macroscopic droplets deposited on trapezoidal substrates one can distinguish three different configurations depending on the position of three phase contact line (Fig. 16) . The radius R of curvature of the droplets is a continuous but neither a smooth nor a monotonous function of the volume of the droplet. It is decreasing if the three-phase conctact line is pinned to the edge of the substrate (configuration II), and increasing otherwise (configurations I and III) (Fig. 17) .
In order to determine the equlibrium shape of nanodroplets on trapezoidal substrates we have calculated the disjoining pressure for such substrates (Fig. 18) . For each ensuing equilibrium shape of the liquid-gas interface we have fitted the arc of a circle with the same radius of curvature R as the one of the liquid-gas interface at the center x = 0 (Fig. 19) . In addition, the position x = x d < 0 at which the arc of the circle a r (x) intersects the asymptote a(x) of the film thickness and the corresponding contact angle α = arctan a ′ r (x d ) were determined. Upon increasing f 0 (i.e., increasing the volume of the droplet) the position x d , which can be interpreted as the three-phase contact line position, moves smoothly across the edge of the trapezoidal substrate and the contact angle α increases (Fig. 20) . The latter is bounded from above by θ + ϕ in accordance with Gibbs' criterion. However, for x d sufficiently far to the right of the edge one finds α < θ which is in contradiction with Gibbs' criterion for macroscopic droplets. This behavior can be understood by noting that for nanodroplets the contact angle θ d changes significantly with their volume (Fig. 15) . The extension of Gibbs' criterion to nanodroplets states that the contact angle of sessile droplets near the edge of the substrate is bounded from below by the contact angle of the corresponding finite-sized droplets deposited on the same but planar substrate and from above, as for macroscopic droplets, by the contact angle θ + ϕ.
Within a mesoscopic description the radius of curvature R, the contact angle α, and the parameter x d are smooth functions of the volume of the droplet V d , which is in contrast to the macroscopic description (Figs. 21 -23) . For large volumes these quantities approach their macroscopic analogues. It turns out that in the limit of small volumes they can be described by the corresponding macroscopic equations if one uses the volume dependent contact angle θ d of nanodroplets.
For effective interface potentials rendering θ > ϕ the height f 0 of the droplet is an increasing function of its volume V d (Fig. 24) , as in the macroscopic case (Fig. 17(b) ). Opposite to the planar case (Fig. 14) the film thickness ℓ ∞ is a non-monotonic function of the drop volume, which signals the transition from configuration I to III introduced for macroscopic droplets. According to Fig. 21 the region where R is a decreasing function of V d corresponds to three-phase contact line pinning within the macroscopic description (configuration II). The spatial extent w of this region is a measure of the width of the transition region within which the contact line passes smoothly across the edge (Fig. 25) . For the choice of the parameters used in Fig. 25 the width of the transition region is of the order of ten fluid particle diameters and thus is mesoscopic in character.
The line contribution to the free energy of the droplet changes significantly when the three-phase contact line passes the edge (Fig. 26) . The spatial extent of the region in which the line contribution is an increasing function of the volume of the droplet (i.e., decreasing as function of the distance x d + b of the three-phase contact line from the edge) is of the order of three fluid particle diameters and thus also mesoscopic in character. If the contact line is far from the edge the line contribution is a decreasing function of the volume of the droplet. The edge poses a free-energy barrier for the three-phase contact line.
Our numerical results for Gibbs' criterion have been obtained from the analysis of the disjoining pressure for apex-shaped substrates for specific choices of the effective interface potential (based on long-ranged interparticle interactions) and for specific geometrical parameters. We have studied the absence of three-phase contact line pinning on the nanoscale and we have analyzed how Gibbs' criterion has to be modified in order to describe sessile nanodroplets on substrates with sharp edges.
B. Discussion
Three-phase contact line pinning which takes place at asperities of non-planar, chemically homogeneous surfaces is a common phenomenon due to inherent roughness of both naturally occuring as well as fabricated substrates. Important examples vary from capillary filling of geometrically patterned channels to terraced substrates. In the case of channels patterned by pillars, depending on the distance between these obstacles, the width of the channel, and Young's contact angle the advancing liquid front can be pinned and flow can be suppressed 15, 34, 35 . In Sec. III we have shown that within a mesoscopic description there is no three-phase contact line pinning of the liquid-gas interface at a substrate edge due to the extra cost related to the associated increase of the line contribution to free energy of the system. Thus one can speculate that dense arrangements of obstacles favor capillary flow in microchannels despite the limitations predicted by the macroscopic version of Gibbs' criterion. This conjecture seems to be supported by the fact that dewetting of terraced substrates can proceed for step heights up to a couple of nanometers while under the same thermodynamic conditions dewetting is suppressed for larger step heights 37 .
Three-phase contact line pinning has also an impact on contact angle hysteresis on rough surfaces 13 . Besides the shape and the chemical character of the asperities, their size plays an important role. Already in early studies of three-phase contact line pinning, it was shown that steps with a height of approximately 10 nm do not pin the three-phase contact line at the edge of stepped substrate 71 . Advances in the fabrication of nanostructured substrates have allowed the investigation of the contact line behavior at rings grown on a flat substrate with a trapezoidal vertical cross section. For rings with heights below 2 µm the advancing contact angle decreases significantly with the height of the trapezoidal asperity 72 . Both these observations deviate from the macroscopic Gibbs' criterion and can be related to the findings presented in Sec. IV, according to which the position of the three-phase contact line moves continuously with a smooth variation of the apparent contact angle near the edge of the substrate. More quantitative analyses concerning the suppression of three-phase contact line pinning at nanometer sized steps are warranted and promising.
For sessile nanodroplets with a fixed excess volume deposited on a laterally unbounded apex-shaped substrate, there are three morphologically distinct solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equation (Fig. 27) . Two of them are symmetric. For the same excess volume the three configurations have different asymptotic thicknesses ℓ ∞ and therefore it is not clear a priori which configuration has the lowest free energy and thus is the stable one.
The disjoining pressure for the liquid-gas interface at a trapezoidal substrate can be expressed in terms of the difference of the disjoining pressures stemming from two suitable apex-shaped substrates (Eq. (87)). Thus also for a trapezoidal substrate there are different configurations of the liquid-gas interface fulfilling the Euler-Lagrange equation, as for the apex-shaped substrate case. Here our investigation has been focused on sessile nanodroplets which are symmetric and attain their maximal height at the center of the system. The issue of morphological transitions between different sessile droplet configurations on apex-shaped and trapezoidal substrates is left for future research. This has been already investigated for macroscopic droplets deposited on axisymmetric pillar substrates 21, 22 . Recent studies of the Vapor-Liquid-Solid mechanism of nanowire growth show that the liquid droplet promoting the solid growth can wet the sidewall of the nanowire and thus does not sit at the top of the pillar with the three-phase contact line pinned to its edge as for typical VLS growth 32 . A theoretical description of the transition between these two configurations using the present mesoscopic approach appears to be interesting.
Finally, we mention an interesting process in which a droplet of fixed volume V is placed on a trapezoidal substrate and its contact angle θ is decreased, e.g., by increasing an applied voltage as in electrowetting [73] [74] [75] . Initially, the droplet shape corresponds to configuration I on Fig. 16 . Upon decreasing the contact angle the droplet spreads until the three-phase contact line reaches the edge of the trapezoidal substrate. If the corresponding contact angle fulfills θ = α > ϕ (where α is the solution of Eq. (81)), upon further increase of the voltage, the shape of the droplet and the apparent contact angle remain constant until the angle θ decreases to the value α − ϕ (in agreement with Gibbs' criterion). Upon further increase of the voltage one expects the contact angle θ to start to decrease again and the drop to spread on the tilted side of the trapezoidal substrate. In actual experimental settings the above naive scenario may be substantially modified by effects related to the fact that the drop is charged. In particular the change of morphology of the droplet front upon reaching the apex in the presence of electric fields provides interesting scientific perspectives.
In summary, we have shown that the presence of mesoscopic wetting films on edged substrate surfaces prevents three-phase contact line pinning on the nanoscale. We have analyzed the shape of the liquid-gas interface of liquid films both at an apex-shaped substrate and for liquid sessile nanodroplets with fixed excess volume deposited on trapezoidal substrates. Near the edge of an apexshaped substrate the apparent contact angle changes continuously within the range of values expected from Gibbs' criterion while the three-phase contact line smoothly passes through the atomically sharp apex. For a trapezoidal substrate, upon increasing the volume of the nanodroplet the apparent contact angle fulfills a modified Gibbs' criterion, for which one has to take into account the dependence of the contact angle of the nanodroplet on its volume. In both cases the spatial extent of the region, within which the three-phase contact line passes across the edge, is of the order of ten fluid particle diameters and thus is mesoscopic in character.
